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Abstract

The development of controlled thermo-
nuclear fusion has progressed to the stage
where the present facilities and energy
available for future devices are not suffi-
cient and must be increased by about a factor
of ten.

This report describes th« proposed TFTR
AC utility power distribution system, an
energy storage motor generator flywheel
facility, and the rectifier conversion equip-
ment for the Toroidal Field Confining System
(TF), Ohmic Heating System (OH;, Equilibrium
Field System (EF) and the Neutral Beam
Heating System (NB).

The general requirements are described
and the special design considerations identi-
fied.

AC Power Distribution System

The pulse rate and energy require
approximately 20 MVA average input to the
experimental device for the 4 major loads.
Thus, a transformer with a rating of 30/40/
50 MVA was selected for connection to the
PPPL existing 138 KV power system, A major
consideration was to connect up to the ex-
isting system so that PPPL has only one
billing meter. This connection also takes
'advantage of the deversity in load and hence,
lower demand charges. The transformer will
have two secondary windings with mutual
impeaances arrangea so that the loading and
unloading on the 13.8 KV pulsed lines will
not produce voltage fluctuations on the
4.16 KV or 13»8 KV general building loads.
(Fig 1)

Motor Generator Flywheel Sets

Providing the 4500 megajoules of pulsed
energy to the loads once every 300 seconds
requires approximately 32,000 HP motors and
9 50 KVA generators. To provide for the
contingency of allowing operation (at low
pulses) when there is a repair or shut down
of an MG set and to keep the cost to a mini-
mum, it was determined that two identical

fatigue failure be carefully considere<

The flywheels will each be capab!
delivering 2250 magajpulges of energy <
safety involved witn%he dissipation oi
energy must be considered. For exampl«
the AC power fails and can't supply lui
tion, a DC pump will be required and, ;
loses power, a mechanical shaft-driverr
or sufficient cooling supplied from a <
feed fire water system.will be needed \
vent bearing damage. Tin the event of i
nical difficulty, such as a bearing hei
up, the system shall be forced to a stc
fifteen minutes by a motor dynamic-brei
system or by applying a load on the gei
When both systems are used, the stoppil
will be less then 8 minutes. In additi
mechanical break on the flywheel may a|
provided. i

The drive-motors will each be ap|
mately 16,000 horse-power wound-rotor i
with normal variable rotor resistors |
starting. To control the pulsing everjj
seconds, iTycloconvertors will be emploi
These will provide control over the lo
on the AC distribution system, keeping
pulse magnitute to a value equal to or
than the steady state rating of the m
The cycloconvertor will also have the
tage over the variable resistor in tha
will not result in high rotor circuit
LQ.SÄS- and will provide for higher puls
power caoability on the AC power syste
the TFTR Tokamak facility is not pulsi
*

The generator must provide the p
loads. as shown on Fig 2, with a peak <
475 MVA per generator. The steady sta
rating will be left to the recommendatj
the machine designers. It is expected?
the steady state rating will be lower
the peak pulse rating by a factor of

Because of the phase controlled %
fiers suppling the loads, there will
monic currents flowing in the generato!
circuits. Due to the variable frequenj
harmonic filters, if employed, will haj
have impedances varied with the frequeij
Hence, it is expected that simple resxj

j i r a w i 11. ,be ; employe d. "
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(TF), Ohmic Heating System (OH), Equilibrium
Field System (EF) and the Neutral Beam
Heating System (NB).

The general requirements are described
and the special design considerations identi-
fied.

AC Power Distribution System

The pulse rate and energy require
approximately 20 MVA average input to the
experimental device for the 4 major loads.
Thus, a transformer with a rating of 30/40/
50 MVA was selected for connection to the
PPPL existing 138 KV power system. A major
consideration was to connect up to the ex-
isting system so that PPPL has only one
billing meter. This connection also takes
'advantage of the dêyersity in load and hence,
lower demand charges. The transformer will
have two secondary windings with mutual
impeaances arranged so that the loading and
unloading on the 13.8 KV pulsed lines will
not produce voltage fluctuations on the
4.16 KV or 13.8 KV general building loads.
(Fig 1)

Motor Generator Flywheel Sets

Providing the 4500 megajoules of pulsed
energy to the loads once every 300 seconds
requires approximately 32,000 HP motors and
950 KVA generators. To provide for the
contingency cf allowing operation (at low
pulses) when there is a repair or shut down
of an MG set and to keep the cost to a mini-
mum, it was determined that two identical
units be required. The major controversy
concerning the MG sets was whether they
should be designed for high speed utilizing
techniques for high stresses vs. low speed
stress using more standard construction
techniques. This option is left to the re-
commendation of the manufacturers.

The large number of pulses which will
occur in the 2 5 years' life (approximately
2 million pulses) will require that the

fatigue failure be carefully considered.

The flywheels will each be capable
delivering 2250 magajpulges of energy and:
safety involved witnthe dissipation of tl
energy must be considered. For example, :'
the AC power fails and can't supply lubric
tion, a DC pump will be required and, if
loses power, a mechanical shaft-driven pv
or sufficient cooling supplied from a gr
feed fire water systenuwill be needed to
vent bearing damage. 'In the event of mec
nical difficulty, such as a bearing heati
up, the system shall be forced to a stop
fifteen minutes by a motor dynamic-breakii
system or by applying a load on the generj
When both systems are used, the stopping
will be less then 8 minutes. In addition
mechanical break on the flywheel may alsoj
provided.

The drive-motors will each be apprc
mately 16,000 horse-power wound-rotor mot
with normal variable rotor resistors f |
starting. To control the pulsing every 3|
seconds, cycloconvertors will be employ«
These will provide control over the loadi
on the AC distribution system, keeping tl
pulse magnitute to a value equal to or 1<
than the steady state rating of the motoi
The cycloconvertor will also have the adt
tage over the variable resistor in that
wilj. not result in high rotor circuit pc

à and will provide for higher pulsed
power capability on the AC power system
the TFTR~Tokamak facility is not pulsing.

The generator must provide the puls
loads, as shown on Fig 2, with a peak of:
475 MVA per generator. The steady state
rating will be left to the recommendatior
the machine designers. It is expected
the steady state rating will be lower thq
the peak pulse rating by a factor of abo«

Because of the phase controlled re<j
fiers suppling the loads, there will be
monic currents flowing in the generator
circuits. Due to the variable frequencyj
harmonic filters, if employed, will havej
have impedances varied with the frequency
Hence, it is expected that simple resist]
damped capacitors will be employed to k«
harmonic content down to a moderate valul
(approximately equal to that which would!
in a non-phase-back 6 pulse system. Figjin a

2 Toroidal Field Rectifiers

The rectifiers for supplying the ijj
volts 73,200 amperes DC current to the
dal Field are shown on Fig. 4. They wi]
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fatigue failure be carefully considered.

The flywheels will each be capable of
delivering 2250 magaj_oul*es of energy and the
safety involved witn the dissipation of this
energy must be considered. For example, if
the AC power fails and can1; supply lubrica-
tion, a DC pump will be required and, if that
loses power, a mechanical shaft-driven puir.p;
or sufficient cooling supplied from a gravity
feed fire water systenuwill be needed to pre-
vent bearing damage. \Ln the event of mecha-
nical difficulty, such as a bearing heating
up, the system shall be forced to a stop in
fifteen minutes by a motor dynamic-breaking
system or by applying a load on the generator.
When both systems are used, the stopping time
will be less then 8 minutes. In addition, a
mechanical break on the flywheel may also be
provided.

The drive-motors will each be approxi-
mately 16,000 horse-power wound-rotor motors
with normal variable rotor resistors for
starting. To control the pulsing every 300
seconds, cy-loconvertors will be employed.
These will provide control over the loading
on the AC distribution system, keeping the
pulse magnitute to a value equal to or less
than the steady state rating of the motors.
The cycloconvertor will also have the advan-
tage over the variab1e resistor in that it
wilj not result in high rotor circuit power
loses, and will provide for higher pulsed is^
power caoability on the AC power system when
the TFTR" Tokariak facility is not pulsing.

The generator must provide the pulse
loads, as shown on Fig 2, with a peak of
475 MVA per gè: eratór. The steady state
rating will be left to the recommendation of
the machine designers. T.t is expected that
the steady state rating will be lower than
the peak pulse rating by a factor of about 3.

Because of the phase controlled recti-
fiers suppling the loads, there will be har-
monic currents flowing in the generator
circuits. Due to the variable frequency,
harmonic filters, if employed, will have to
have impedances varied with the frequency.
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safety involved witnth'e dissipation of this
energy must be considered. For example, if
the AC power fails and can't supply lubrica-
tion, a DC pump will be required and, if that
loses power, a mechanical shaft-driven pump^
or sufficient cooling supplied from a gravity
feed fire water system.will be needed to pre- -
vent bearing damage. TCn the event of mecha-
nical difficulty, such as a bearing heating
up, the system shall be forced to a stop in
fifteen minutes by a motor dynamic-breaking
system or by applying a load on the generator.
When both systems are used, the stopping time
will be less then 8 minutes. In addition, a
mechanical break on the flywheel may also be
provided.

The drive-motors will each be approxi-,
mately 16,000 horse-power wound-rotor motors
with normal variable rotor resistors for
starting. To control the pulsing every 300
seconds, cycloconvertors will be employed.
These will provide control over the loading
on the AC distribution system, keeping the
pulse magnitute to a value equal to or less
than the steady state rating of the motors.
The cycloconvertor will also have the advan-
tage over the variable resistor in that if
wilj. not result in high rotor circuit power
lpse^.and will provide for higher pulsed î-"""
power capability on the AC power system when
-the TFTR~Tokamak facility is not pulsing.

The generator must provide the pulse
loads, as shown on Fig 2, with a peak of
475 MVA per generator. The steady state
rating will be left to the recommendation of
the machine designers. It is expected that
the steady state rating will be lower than
the peak pulse rating by a factor of about 3.

Because of the phase controlled recti-
fiers suppling the loads, there will be har-
monic currents flowing in the generator
circuits. Due to the variable frequency,
harmonic filters, if employed, will have to
have impedances varied with the frequency.
Hence, it is expected that simple resistive
damped capacitors will be employed to keep the
harmonic content down to a moderate value
(approximately equal to that which would occur
in a non-phase-back 6 pulse system. Fig. 3).

Toroidal Field Rectifiers

The rectifiers for supplying the 6000
volts 73,200 amperes DC current to the Toroi-
dal Field are shown on Fig. 4. They will be
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12-pulse phase-controlled units. Because of
the high inductive load and its expérimental
nature, the rectifiers will be subjected to
a high probability of faults. The units
must, therefore, be designed to not only
handle normal fault conditions, but also the
energy stored in the load coils. The prime
protection for load faults will be provided
by fault suppression techniques, where the
thyristors shall be designed to withstand
fault currents and turn off the rectifiers
under load faults. The AC breaker between
the generator and the rectifier will provide
protection for a fault in the transformer
or rectifier itself and be only a back up on
a DC circuit fault.

The generators suppling the rectifiers
will have relatively high inductance. Thus,
there will be large variations of voltage
at the AC input terminals of the rectifier.
The rectifiers will not only be subject to
the no-load to full-load regulation, but the
pulsed generators will have overexcited
fields. Q?o, in the cases where the genera-
tor voltages will be abnormally highH The
13.8 KV voltage will go to the saturation
voltage of the generator without resulting
in a voltage breaking down the thyristors.

The high source impedance has the advan-
tage that the fault currents will be low and
thus, the coil and lead support mechanical
requirements will be low. In addition, the
volume and costs of thyristors needed to
provide fault protection will be low.

The TF coils will need a forcing voltage
to reach full current in the prescribed rise
time, yet only need the IR drop during the
flat top experimental time. The rectifiers
will be phased back to provide the lower
voltage, but this is accomplished only by
producing a lower power factor. When the
voltage required drops below the module
voltage 4 series modules of 25%, one module
will be allowed to free-wheel and only pass
current but not provide input power or
voltage. In this way the generator will
operate at a higher power factor and it will
be able to supply the 25% extra to other
loads, such as the neutral beam system.

Ohmic Heating Rectifier

The OH system, consisting of a 12-pulsed
1.5 KV, 40 KA rectifier, provides the power
for the plasma current and is also fed from
the generators (ref. Fig. 5). It is envi-
saged to have the same features as described
above for TF rectifier, except that the "free
wheeling" may, noi:, be employed, but jit will

This interruption of current re
62 KV, 34 KA DC. This voltage .
interrupting the current in the
the OH coil by high voltage DC I
are not available as a productic

The current in the coil i!
.swing in the negative direction
interrupted by the breakers. Th
fier output leads must be revera
rectifier power again used to cc
coil current. It is contemplate
trons and/or mechanical switches
utilized to reverse the rectifi

After the reversal, the re
voltage may be varied, as desire
the plasma control for the exper
(one second maximum at full curr
periods at lower currents).

Filters that may be connac
circuit will be needed to provii
tion of ripple, particularly wli
and disconnected when fast rasi
quired of the system.

Both a positive anc1 a nega
ting crowbar or shorting switch
quired across the load coil to
when plasma instabilities occur
the dissipation of plasma enerç
vacuum tube wall. By shorting
the energy can be dissipated in
circuit instead of the vacuum cJ
is noted that this requirement
frequent short circuits applied
rectifier.

If the plasma current
because the breakdown oscillato^
effective, then the OH coil en«
into the commutating capacitors]
result in an over voltage of tî
To prevent damage to the capaci!
voltage protective crowbar will!

The rectifier bridge shalj
"such that AC and load transient
•plasma transients, vili not res
thyristor damage.

EF Rectifier Circuii

The SF rectifier will be
thyristor-controlled rectifier
and 80 KA (Fig.6). This unit
the necessary vertical field re
keep the plasma current loop,
the center of the vacuum tube,
current changes, the loop streJ
the EF system must change to



protection for a fault in the transformer
or rectifier itself and be only a back up on
a DC circuit fault.

The generators suppling the rectifiers
will have relatively high inductance. Thus,
there will be large variations of voltage
at the AC input terminals of the rectifier.
The rectifiers will not only be subject to

.-O the no-load to full-load regulation, but the
pulsed generators will have overexcited

1 fields. Q?o, in the cases where the genera-
tor voltages will be abnormally high!) The
13.8 KV voltage will go to the saturation
voltage of the generator without resulting
in a voltage breaking down the thyristors.

The high source impedance has the advan-
tage that the fault currents will be low and
thus, the coil and lead support mechanical
requirements will be low. In addition, the
volume and costs of thyristors needed to
provide fault protection will be low.

Che TF coils will need a forcing voltage
to reach full current in the prescribed rise
time, yet only need the IR drop during the
flat top experimental time. The rectifiers
will be phased back to provide the lower
voltage, but this is accomplished only by
producing a lower power factor. When the
voltage required drops below the module
voltage 4 series modules of 25%, one module
will be allowed to free-wheel and only pass
current but not provide input power or
voltage. In this way the generator will
operate at a higher power factor and it will
be able to supply the 25% extra to other
loads, such as the neutral beam system.

Ohmic Heating Rectifier

The OH system, consisting of a 12-pulsed
1.5 KV, 40 KA rectifier, provides the power
for the plasma current and is also fed frcm
the generators (ref. Fig. 5). It is envi-
saged to have the same features as described
above for TF rectifier, except that the "free
wheeling" may not be employed, but it will
have the following additional complications:

To provide for the 150 to 300 volts
around the major diameter of the TFTR
Tokamak, required to start the build up of
plasma current, the OH coil current is in-
terrupted and the current commutated into
a capacitor-resistor circuit which controls
the maximum coil di/dt (maximum induced
voltage) as well as the rise of plasma
current.

U u <</ •/
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utilized to reverse the rectifier le

After the reversal, the rectifi
voltage may be varied, as desired, to
the plasma control for the experiment
(one second maximum at full current a
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frequent short circuits applied to th
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If the plasma current ïaixs te
because the breakdown oscillator is
effective, then the OH coil energy wJ
into the commutating capacitors and
result in an over voltage of the caj
To prevent damage to the capacitors
voltage protective crowbar will be r«

The rectifier bridge shall be
"such that AC and load transients, as;
plasma transients, will not result ir
thyristor damage. "

EF Rectifier Circuit

The EF rectifier will be a 12-|
thyristor-controlled rectifier rated;
and 80 KA (Fig.6). This unit will sij
the necessary vertical field require«)
keep the plasma current loop, or rir;i
the center of the vacuum tube. As tl
current changes, the loop streps che
the EF system must change to create
cing force. For example, as the pli
current increases from some small va|
the maximum value, the plasma loop
enlarge. The EF current must rise \\
portion to the plasma current to mai]
plasma major diameter within the vac

The EF rectifier will have thej
requirements as explained in the OH
above, except it will not have interj
and reversing switches.
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[tting Rectifier

r consisting of a 12-pulsed
Lfier, provides the power
tent and is also fed from
I. Fig. 5). It is envi-
lame features as described

This interruption of current requires a 31 to
62 KV, 34 KA DC. This voltage is produced by
interrupting the current in the primary of
the OH coil by high volta,ge DC breakers which
are not available as a production item.

The current in the coil is allowed to
.swing in the negative direction after it is
interrupted by the breakers. Then the recti-
fier output leads must be reversed, and the
rectifier power again used to control the
coil current. It is contemplated that igni-
trons and/or mechanical switches will be
utilized to reverse the rectifier leads.

After the reversal, the rectifier
voltage may be varied, as desired, to provide
the plasma control for the experimental time
(one second maximum at full current and longer
periods at lower currents).

Filters that may be connected in the
circuit will be needed to provide the reduc-
tion of ripple, particularly when operated
and disconnected when fast response is re-
quired of the system.

Both a positive and a negative conduc-
ting crowbar or shorting switch will be re-
quired across the load coil to be operated
when plasma instabilities occur and prevent
the dissipation of plasma energy into the
vacuum tube wall. By shorting the OH coil,
the energy can be dissipated in the OH coil
circuit instead of the vacuum chamber. It
is noted that this requirement will result in
frequent short circuits applied to the OH
rectifier.

3

If the plasma current fiaiis^to
because the breakdown oscillator is not
effective, then the OH coil energy will dump
into the commutating capacitors and could
result in an over voltage of the capacitors.
To prevent damage to the capacitors an over
voltage protective crowbar will be required.

The rectifier bridge shall be protected
"such that AC and load transients, as well as
plasma transients, "will not result in
thyristor damage.

EF Rectifier Circuit ;*

The EF rectifier will be a 12-pulse .'!
thyristor-controlled rectifier rated 3.KV -ì
and 80 KA (Fig.6). This unit will supply
the necessary vertical field required to
keep che plasma current loop, or ring, in
the center of the vacuum tube. As the plasma ,
current change.s, the• loop stress changes and ••
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After the reversal, the rectifier
voltage may be varied, as desired, to provide
the plasma control for the experimental time
(one second maximum at full current and longer
periods at lower currents).

Filters that may be connected in the
circuit will be needed to provide the reduc-
tion of ripple, particularly when operated
and disconnected when fast response is re-
quired of the system.

Both a positive and a negative conduc-
ting crowbar or shorting switch will be re-
quired across the load coil to be operated
when plasma instabilities occur and prevent
the dissipation of plasma energy into the
vacuum tube wall. By shorting the OH coil,
the energy can be dissipated in the OH coil
circuit instead of the vacuum chamber. It
is noted that this requirement will result in
frequent short circuits applied to the OH
rectifier.

If the plasma current £alis_to buiic up
because the breakdown oscillator is not
effective, then the OH coil energy will dump
into the commutating capacitors and could
result in an over voltage of the capacitors.
To prevent damage to the capacitors an over
voltage protective crowbar will be required.

The rectifier bridge shall be protected
"such that AC and load transients, as well as
'plasma transients, Vili not result in
thyristor damage.

EF Rectifier Circuit

The EF rectifier will be a 12-pulse
thyristor-controlled rectifier rated 3.KV
and 80 KA (Fig.6). This unit will supply
the necessary vertical field required to
keep the plasma current loop, or ring, in
the center of the vacuum tube. As the plasma
current changes, the loop stress changes and
the EF system must change to create a balan-
cing force. For example, as the plasma
current increases from some small value to
the maximum value, the plasma loop tends to
enlarge. The EF current must rise in pro-
portion to the plasma current to maintain the
plasma major diameter within the vacuum tube.

The EF rectifier will have the same
requirements as explained in the OH section
above, except it will not have interrupting
and reversing switches.
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There will be bias, or correction
fields, required to assure that the initial
plasma current occurs at the desired location
within the vacuum chamber. There may be se-
parate supplies for both vertical and hori-
zontal fields, but the SF system may be
utilized to provide the vertical bias.

To provide plasma compression, where
the major diameter of the plasmas loop is
decreased, the EF field is increased by
adding a pulsed current into the EF coils.
This is supplied by switching in a 7.5 mega-
joule capacitor bank in series with the EF
rectifier.

As previously noted, the rectifier must
be designed for repeated crowbars or shorts
with fault suppression protection and it must
be self-protected against damage due to any
transient voltage, including positive and
negative plasma induced voltages.

Neutral Beam Supply

This system is the one which has the
greatest number of unknowns. At the present
time the design calls for 4 diode rectifier
units feeding 12 sources, with a maximum
voltage of 120 KV and supplying 90 amperes
for each source. It is envisioned that
each source will be supplied through 120 KV
series modulators to provide the voltage
regulation at ± 1%. Consideration is also
being given to provide phase-controlled
ignitron rectifiers with crowbars as the
primary protective feature, and shunt regu-
lators.

In addition to these 12 sources on the
TFTR Tokamak, there will be a neutral beam
test unit that must be independently supplied

In addition to these 12 sources on the
TFTR Tokamak, there will be a neutral beam
test unit that must be independently supplied.

The sources will all need conditioning,
or rapid pulsing, before being used as injec-
tors into TFTR and, hence, they shall be
operable either from the MG sets or directly
off the 60 Hz AC distribution system, inde-
pendent of the other 3 major loads on the
generator.

The regulation on fault protection for
this equipment has not been clearly estab-
lished. If the modulator tube is developed
to provide primary protection for the load
(neutral beam injectors), then crowbars will
provide the back up protection for the load



the major diameter of the plasmas loop is
decreased, the EF field is increased by
adding a pulsed current into the EF coils.
This is supplied by switching in a 7.5 mega-
joule capacitor bank in series with the EF
rectifier.

As previously noted, the rectifier must
be designed for repeated crowbars or shorts
with fault suppression protection and it must
be self-protected against damage due to any
transient voltage, including positive and
negative plasma induced voltages.

Neutral Beam Supply

This system is the one which has the
greatest number of unknowns. At the present
time the design calls for 4 diode rectifier
units feeding 12 sources, with a maximum
voltage of 120 KV and supplying 90 amperes
for each source. It is envisioned that
each source will be supplied through 12 0 KV
series modulators to provide the voltage
regulation at ± 1%. Consideration is also
being given to provide phase-controlled
ignitron rectifiers with crowbars as the
primary protective feature, and shunt regu-
lators.

In addition to these 12 sources on the
TFTR Tokamak, there will be a neutral beam
test unit that must be independently supplied.

In addition to these 12 sources on the
TFTR Tokamak, there will be a neutral beam
test unit that must be independently supplied.

The sources will all need conditioning,
or rapid pulsing, before being used as injec-
tors into TFTR and, hence, they shall be
operable either from the MG sets or directly
off the 60 Hz AC distribution system, inde-
pendent of the other 3 major loads on the
generator.

The regulation on fault protection for
this equipment has not been clearly estab-
lished. If the modulator tube is developed
to provide primary protection for the load
(neutral beam injectors), then crowbars will
provide the back up protection for the load
and primary protection for the modulators.
In any event, the rectifier will have to be
designed to withstand frequent short circuita

If phase-controlled rectifiers are not
employed, then high speed interrupters
(breakers) will be necessary.

a



CAPTIONS:

Fig. 1 Impedance Diagram

Fig. 2 Load Diagram

Fig. 3 Harmonic Content

Fig. 4 Symbolic TF P.ectifier

Fig. 5 Symbolic OH Circuit

Fig. 6 Symbolic EF Circuit
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